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Corporate Giving

The Historical Society of Pennsylvania

[1]

makes history relevant and exhilarating to all by creating access and delivering content for
21st century audiences. HSP is an actively collecting repository whose collections tell the
stories of Philadelphians and Americans—our shared history.
Corporate gifts support a broad range of initiatives at HSP from collection sponsorship, to
educational programming for adults and children, digital archives, and the preservation of
HSP’s treasures. In return, companies receive exclusive library and collections access, event
space for employees and clients, community partners, engagement opportunities, and brand
recognition.

Corporate Partners
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HSP’s Corporate Partners Program enables the organization to continue and expand strategic
initiatives in the fields of History Education, Historic Preservation and Conservation, and

Public Programming. Corporate Partners also provides employees the opportunity to access
the largest genealogy network through HSP, one of the Nation’s leading libraries of American
history, and 21 million and counting records.
All Corporate Partners receive the following benefits and opportunities:
Digital Wall Recognition: Company logo and message displayed on a 20’x20’ digital
screen seen by over ten thousand HSP guests annually
Unlimited library access for employees
Parking passes
Recognition in HSP materials online and in print
Digital and print subscription to “Pennsylvania Legacies (PA Legacies)”, HSP’s history
magazine, and “Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography” (PMHB)
, HSP’s
scholarly journal
Learn More [3]

Sponsorship
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Sponsorship provides a valuable and high profile partnership opportunity for corporations.
HSP is one of the nation’s leading libraries of American history and reaches more than 1
million people annually online and onsite.

Spaces
Patterson Room
Reading Room
Pennsylvania Room
Family History Room
Information Commons
Treasure Vaults

Programs
HEAD for the Future
Becoming U.S.
Philatino

Positions
President and CEO
Chief Librarian
Archivist
Naming opportunities for spaces, programs, and positions range in value and term length.
Programs and positions are subject to change. Contact the development office at

development@hsp.org for a custom sponsorship opportunity.

EITC
HSP is an approved Educational Improvement Organization through the Pennsylvania
Educational Improvement Tax Credit Program (EITC), which allows participating corporations
to make designated contributions that are eligible for tax credit.
A contribution to HSP through EITC can receive up to 90% of the gift total as a tax credit: your
$15,000 gift could result in a credit as high as $13,500. The contribution may also be
deducted for federal tax purposes.
Contributions received through EITC provide valuable support to HSP’s in-demand education
programs. Your contribution would support HEAD for the Future [4], our K-12 education
program, which is built on the belief that teaching with primary source archival material
creates an effective, tangible, and connective experience

Ways to Give
Phone:
215.732.6200 x217
Mail:
Historical Society of Pennsylvania
1300 Locust Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107
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